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 8 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 9 

A. My name is Brendan P. Foley.  My business address is 1901 Chouteau Avenue, 10 

St. Louis, Missouri 63103. 11 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 12 

A. I am submitting this testimony on behalf of Ameren Illinois Company d/b/a 13 

Ameren Illinois (“Ameren Illinois”, "AIC", or "the Company").   I am currently a Lead 14 

Gas Supply Executive in the Gas Supply Department. 15 

Q. Please describe your educational background and relevant work experience. 16 

A. See my Statement of Qualifications, attached as an Appendix to this testimony. 17 

Q. Are you familiar with the subject matter of this proceeding? 18 

A. Yes, I am.  This docket is the Illinois Commerce Commission’s (“Commission”) 19 

annual reconciliation proceeding relating to the Uniform Purchased Gas Adjustment 20 

Clause (“PGA”) with respect to Ameren Illinois.  It was established for the purpose of 21 
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reviewing the Company’s gas procurement activities under its PGA for the 12-month 22 

period ending on December 31, 2013 (the "Reconciliation Period"). 23 

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony in this proceeding? 24 

A. The purpose of my direct testimony is to provide a description of the gas 25 

procurement activities during the Reconciliation Period.   26 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your direct testimony? 27 

A. Yes.  I’m sponsoring CONFIDENTIAL and PROPRIETARY Ameren Exhibit 28 

2.1, which shows the Company complied with the hedging limits prescribed by Ameren 29 

Illinois' Commodity Risk Management Policy. 30 

Q. Please describe Ameren Illinois’ gas distribution system. 31 

A.  The Company's gas distribution system serves approximately 821,000 gas 32 

customers in 654 communities in Illinois.   The Company’s customer load requirements 33 

are highly weather sensitive, with sharp variations in demand occurring during the peak 34 

winter season.  During 2013, the Company's gas distribution system was directly 35 

connected to ten interstate pipelines, all of which are regulated by the Federal Energy 36 

Regulatory Commission ("FERC"):  Panhandle Eastern Pipe Line ("PEPL"), Texas 37 

Eastern Transmission L.P. ("TETCO"), Trunkline Gas Company ("Trunkline"), Natural 38 

Gas Pipeline Company of America ("NGPL"), Northern Border Pipeline (“NBPL”), 39 

American Natural Resources Pipeline (“ANR”), Texas Gas Transmission ("Texas Gas"), 40 

Mississippi River Transmission Company ("MRT"), Rockies Express Pipeline (“REX”) 41 

and Midwestern Gas Transmission Company ("Midwestern").  The FERC regulates the 42 

maximum and minimum rates that the interstate pipelines are allowed to charge their 43 
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transportation and storage customers.  The Company’s gas distribution system is also 44 

connected to Northern Illinois Gas Company ("NICOR"), another Illinois gas utility. 45 

Ameren Illinois purchases its gas supply from major gas producers, independent 46 

gas producers, gatherers, and marketers, and transports the gas through the ten interstate 47 

pipelines identified above.  The Company did not purchase gas from native Illinois gas 48 

producers in 2013.  The Company owns and operates twelve gas storage reservoirs in 49 

Illinois, all of which are connected directly to the Company’s distribution system.   In 50 

addition, the Company utilizes storage capacity leased from seven of the interconnected 51 

interstate pipelines. 52 

Q. Mr. Foley, would you please describe the Company’s general purchasing 53 

policy for acquiring natural gas supply and transportation and storage capacity? 54 

A. Ameren Illinois’ natural gas supply and capacity acquisition policy is essentially a 55 

product of its utility obligation to serve.  As a regulated public utility, the Company is 56 

obligated to provide natural gas service to all present and future customers in its service 57 

area; it is required to meet changes in its customers’ demands for gas, without regard to 58 

cause; and it is responsible for providing reliable service at a reasonable cost.  Each gas 59 

purchasing decision made on behalf of the Company is directed at satisfying this 60 

obligation to serve within the parameters of the Company’s Risk Management Policy 61 

described herein, and with due consideration to reliability and diversity of supply.  62 

Q. Would you please explain the general gas supply portfolio strategies utilized 63 

by the Company to provide reliable service to its customers at a reasonable cost? 64 
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A. The Company continually examines its strategies to diversify its pipeline capacity 65 

and supply sources to meet its customers’ requirements for natural gas at the lowest 66 

reasonable cost.  With regard to pipeline capacity, Ameren Illinois spreads its capacity 67 

contracts across the interstate pipelines, when operationally feasible, to attempt to 68 

geographically diversify its sources of supply.  The Company negotiates rates and 69 

flexible operating terms and conditions with the interstate pipelines, where possible, 70 

thereby leveraging the integrated nature of its system.  The Company also attempts to 71 

stagger the expiration dates of its firm transportation contracts, to prevent the 72 

simultaneous expiration of contracts covering large segments of capacity. 73 

For physical supply, Ameren Illinois has a six-year planning horizon for gas 74 

supply purchases and hedging.  Gas supply purchases and price hedges for each of the 75 

forward seasons are phased in based upon the proximity to the current season, the current 76 

futures prices, the availability of supply, and market conditions.  The phasing-in process 77 

layers in future gas supply transactions over time in order to build a forward portfolio and 78 

to dollar-cost-average gas supply prices.  The objective is to create a portfolio that 79 

mitigates price volatility for the sales customers, reduces natural gas supply acquisition 80 

risk, enhances system reliability while maintaining flexibility to manage load variations, 81 

and separates physical delivery and financial exposure.  The portfolio strategy also seeks 82 

to diversify credit risk among counterparties, which includes purchasing financial price 83 

hedging instruments from financial counterparties and the New York Mercantile 84 

Exchange ("NYMEX") futures market.  Economic forecasts, in addition to the 85 

requirements of major customers, are reviewed throughout the year to anticipate changes 86 

in supply obligations.  Other strategies include utilizing Ameren Illinois' twelve storage 87 
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fields and leased storage options to the fullest extent possible to minimize gas purchase 88 

costs and operating costs.  This strategy is consistent with Ameren Illinois' past practices. 89 

Q. During 2013, what, if any changes were made in the Company’s pipeline 90 

capacity and storage service contracts? 91 

A. During 2013, the Company negotiated contracts with TETCO, ANR, and MRT.  92 

On TETCO, the Company negotiated to reduce the Maximum Daily Contract Quantity on 93 

Firm Transportation agreement 830064 from 2,500 MMBtu/day to 500 MMBtu/day 94 

commencing October 2013.  This reduction was due to the planned retirement of the New 95 

Dennison TETCO takepoint which supplies the Marion-Carbondale integrated system.  96 

The TETCO supply eliminated at New Dennison will be replaced by increasing 97 

Trunkline supply at the Cana takepoint.  Without New Dennison, the remaining captive 98 

load served by TETCO was determined to require no more than 500 MMBtu/day on a 99 

peak design day.   The Transportation agreement remains a one year evergreen contract 100 

with a renewal date in October of each year.   101 

On ANR, the Maximum Daily Contract Quantity on Firm Transportation 102 

agreement 116494 was reduced from 2,000 MMBtu/day to 1,000 MMBtu/day beginning 103 

November 1, 2014.  The reduction in volume provides Ameren Illinois with the level of 104 

capacity required to serve load captive to ANR in the northern service territory. 105 

On MRT, the Maximum Daily Contract Quantity on Firm Transportation Service 106 

agreement 3620 was reduced from 89,531 Dth/day of MRT Main Line capacity and 107 

5,994 Dth/day of MRT East Line capacity to 80,000 Dth/day of MRT Main Line for a 108 

two year term.  This contract change became effective as part of a two year extension 109 

beginning on May 16, 2014.  The MRT West Line capacity within contract 3620 was not 110 
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changed.  The contract was extended at Maximum Tariff Rates over the two-year term.  111 

The reduction in volume was part of a continuing trend to reduce capacity on each 112 

pipeline that serves the Company due to a generally declining peak day load and reserve 113 

margin as evidenced by Company Demand Studies. 114 

On MRT, the Company also executed a two year extension of Flexible Storage 115 

Service (FSS) contract 3411 with a reduced Maximum Daily Withdrawal Quantity of 116 

17,419 Dth (32,436 Dth previously) and Maximum Storage Volume of 1,000,000 Dth 117 

(1,862,111 Dth previously).  The contract extension begins on May 16, 2014 and is at 118 

Maximum Tariff Rates.  This storage capacity reduction was primarily done to manage 119 

the amount of Storage inventory owned and leased by the Company toward the goal of 120 

supplying 50% of a normal winter’s demand with gas from storage.  Also, the MRT FSS 121 

supplies a load area that can also be supplied by NGPL leased storage and the Company 122 

owned storage at Hillsboro, Freeburg, Tilden and Eden fields.  The reduction in storage 123 

capacity for this load area will improve the Company’s ability to fully cycle the storage 124 

capacity of each of these gas storage assets. 125 

The Company continues to evaluate, on an ongoing basis, alternative pipeline 126 

suppliers, and will opt to renegotiate contracts when market conditions warrant and 127 

contract terms allow. 128 

Q. What steps has the Company taken to minimize its pipeline capacity costs 129 

during the Reconciliation Period? 130 

A. The Company purchases only the level of firm capacity necessary to meet the 131 

needs of its sales customers and end user transportation customer bank requirements.  132 

The Company also actively marketed pipeline capacity available for release during 2013, 133 
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which resulted in capacity credits of $5,835,760.  Releases occurred on PEPL, NGPL, 134 

NBPL, TRKL, MRT, and Midwestern.  Capacity release credits were returned to the 135 

Company’s sales gas customers as reductions to the transportation charge component 136 

within the PGA mechanism. 137 

Q. Why does the Company hold firm capacity to provide for End User Banks 138 

for Transportation Customers? 139 

A. The Final Order issued in the Ameren Illinois' 2007 rate case (ICC Docket Nos. 140 

07-0585 – 07-0590) allows End User Transportation Customers to withdraw from their 141 

banks every day including a Critical Day, therefore, requiring Ameren Illinois to hold 142 

firm capacity to provide for this service.   For the winters of 2011/2012 and 2012/2013, 143 

these bank limits were estimated by summing 20% of the MDQ of daily balanced 144 

customers (excluding special contracts) and 50% of the MDQ of monthly balanced 145 

customers (excluding seasonal contracts).  This includes sales customers moving to 146 

transportation service effective 5/01/2013 due to tariff changes. 147 

Q. How does the Company determine the appropriate level of capacity 148 

resources required to meet the needs of its firm customers? 149 

A. To properly design the natural gas supply resources it requires, the Company 150 

conducts a demand study to determine the load profiles for the Company’s service areas.  151 

This demand study utilizes statistical tools to analyze the relationship between historical 152 

temperatures and metered volume data to develop a regression model to forecast daily 153 

demands.  The demand study is routinely updated to capture changes in demand caused 154 

by customer growth, customer loss, conversions to transportation service, increases in 155 
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appliance efficiency, and other factors that impact the demand profile of the system over 156 

time.  Each year the regression models are updated with the prior winter’s actual system 157 

performance.  158 

Q. How does the Company determine the proper allocation of leased storage in 159 

its supply portfolio? 160 

A. In addition to evaluating reliability and variability as previously mentioned, the 161 

Company carefully analyzes costs of leased storage and provisions of various applicable 162 

tariffs.  The Company strives to have approximately 50% of its normal winter 163 

requirements met by storage withdrawals in order to provide a balance between storage 164 

withdrawals and purchased gas supply during the winter season.  The Company considers 165 

the cost to transport gas into and out of storage, factoring in any negotiated discounts, and 166 

the cost of carrying gas in storage as well as any applicable shrinkage factors.  The 167 

Company examines the opportunity to hedge gas prices by injecting typically lower-168 

priced summer gas that is subsequently withdrawn during higher-priced winter periods.  169 

In terms of alternatives to storage, the Company considers the premium that reliability 170 

and variability, both of which are extremely important to the Company, carries in 171 

physical gas supply contracts.   172 

Q. Why is leased storage important to providing high reliability? 173 

A. Leased storage is one of the most reliable sources of firm deliverability and gas 174 

supply during critical winter operations.  Gas injected into leased storage during off-peak 175 

periods is available during peak periods with fewer weather-related concerns that can 176 

impact flowing supply, such as well freeze-ups.  The amount of gas that can be 177 
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withdrawn from leased storage is a function of known contract provisions.  The Company 178 

can respond to changing firm sales customer requirements by varying leased storage 179 

activity and, thus minimizing pipeline balancing penalties.  To summarize, leased storage 180 

enables daily and hourly operational balancing of system loads, minimizing costly 181 

pipeline balancing penalties, hedging against market price variability, and is a reliable 182 

source of gas supply.   183 

Q. You previously testified that the Company utilized its own on-system storage 184 

fields to supply gas to its distribution systems in 2013.  Please describe those 185 

facilities and explain how they are used. 186 

A. The Company owns and operates twelve natural gas storage fields located in 187 

Illinois.  These twelve storage facilities have a combined working gas volume of 188 

24,303,000 MMBtu and an expected peak day deliverability of approximately 558,759 189 

MMBtu.  All of the Company-owned storage facilities are directly connected to the 190 

Company’s distribution systems and require no transportation capacity on interstate 191 

pipelines for peak season deliverability.  The storage fields are operated as seasonal 192 

facilities, with injections typically scheduled from May through November and 193 

withdrawals scheduled from December through April.  In addition, the fields enable intra-194 

day withdrawal or injection changes since they are directly controlled by the Company 195 

and allow the Company to balance gas deliveries with demand load at any hour during 196 

the gas day.  The firm deliverability of the on-system storage enables the Company to 197 

reduce the amount of interstate pipeline capacity required to meet peak day demand and 198 

take advantage of typical seasonal price spreads between summer and winter purchases.  199 

An additional benefit of on-system storage is that it permits greater utilization of 200 
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interstate transportation capacity during the off-peak season to transport purchased gas 201 

supply to the citygate to inject into the reservoirs. 202 

Q. How does the Company ensure optimal use of its owned storage facilities? 203 

A. Gas Supply, Gas Storage and Gas Control personnel frequently discuss storage 204 

plans and operations to ensure the optimal use of the Company owned storage.  Injection 205 

and withdrawal schedules are developed to operate the storage facilities in a way 206 

designed to provide adequate reliability while minimizing the overall cost of gas and to 207 

protect the integrity of the reservoir.  In setting these schedules, the Company relies on 208 

operational experience, historical performance data, and its models to ensure that 209 

maximum productivity is achieved from its storage fields. 210 

Q. Please describe the Company’s general price hedging strategy. 211 

A. As I previously mentioned, the Company utilizes a six-year gas supply purchasing 212 

and hedging horizon.  For the peak winter season, the Company will have all of its gas 213 

supply requirements contracted under firm supply agreements. The Company will hedge 214 

approximately 75% (including available storage) of its normal winter demand 215 

requirements against market volatility.  Storage contributes significantly to the 216 

Company’s price hedging plan as approximately half of the normal winter requirements 217 

are hedged using storage withdrawals.  Another 25% of normal winter requirements are 218 

price hedged by purchasing an embedded price hedge along with the physical gas supply 219 

or by purchasing a separate financial contract.  Embedded hedges include physical 220 

supplies purchased using a NYMEX price structure that can be fixed, physical supplies 221 

purchased with a costless price collar, and physical supplies purchased with fixed prices 222 
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or price caps.  Financial contracts include over-the-counter financial swaps and NYMEX 223 

futures contracts.  The remaining 25% of normal winter requirements are generally met 224 

through firm swing supply contracts that are not price hedged and are subject to market 225 

price fluctuations. 226 

Summer requirements are not completely contracted on a firm basis.  Since the 227 

majority of the load in the summer is determined by the storage injection requirement, the 228 

Company seeks some flexibility in determining the timing of its storage injections.  229 

Generally, 70% of summer requirements will be purchased under firm supply contracts 230 

with the remaining requirements purchased in the daily market.  In regard to price 231 

hedging, generally about 50% of the summer requirements will be price hedged.  These 232 

strategies are consistent with past practices. 233 

Q. What is the purpose of implementing a price hedging strategy? 234 

A. The primary purpose of hedging is to reduce exposure to the volatility and 235 

uncertainty of natural gas market prices in a future period.  When a hedge is put in place, 236 

the Company is establishing a future position in the gas market.  This position may end 237 

up below or above the market price of gas that ultimately occurs during that future 238 

period.  The purpose of the position is to reduce or eliminate exposure to future market 239 

conditions that are unknown and uncertain at the time the hedge is originally put in place.  240 

Thus, hedges are used to reduce price volatility and are not intended to “beat the market” 241 

or create low gas prices. 242 

Q. Mr. Foley, is the gas supply activity for the Company subject to a corporate 243 

risk management policy? 244 
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A. Yes.  Ameren Illinois has instituted risk management policies to monitor and 245 

govern energy commodities trading within the corporation.  All natural gas transactions 246 

for Ameren Illinois are subject to the Ameren Illinois Commodity Risk Management 247 

Policy. 248 

Q. Would you please elaborate on how the Ameren Illinois Commodity Risk 249 

Management Policy affects natural gas supply procurement? 250 

A. The purpose of the policy is to provide the structure, processes, and systems to 251 

monitor all natural gas transactions as they are completed and to provide guidelines and 252 

limits to the scope and type of allowable natural gas transactions.  The policy for Ameren 253 

Illinois parallels the strategies that I have outlined thus far in my testimony, but creates 254 

upper and lower limits that bound these strategies.  The gas utility supply portfolio 255 

strategy is intended to manage natural gas purchase price, volumetric, and counterparty 256 

risks for the gas supplies required for Ameren Illinois.  Because the utility is naturally 257 

short of supply, this strategy helps to reduce the impact of volatile gas prices on the 258 

utility's customers by leveling or "smoothing" the PGA from season to season.  It should 259 

also be noted that the goal of exchanging price certainty for price variability is not 260 

intended to reduce gas costs to the utility’s customers.  “Beating the market” is not the 261 

object of a successful hedging strategy for a utility.  Managing price volatility (or 262 

dampening price swings) is the primary goal of the gas supply hedging strategy and has 263 

also been incorporated into the Ameren Illinois Commodity Risk Management Policy.   264 

******************************************************************265 

************************************************************** 266 

************************************************************************ 267 
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******************************************************************** 268 

***************************************************************** 269 

*********************************************************************  270 

***************************************************************  271 

********************* 272 

Q. What type of price forecasts does the Company employ for its gas supply 273 

purchasing and hedging horizon? 274 

A. Since natural gas futures are actively traded on the NYMEX for 72 consecutive 275 

future months, many of the underlying price forecast assumptions are derived using the 276 

current NYMEX forward strip activity.  The Company also reviews the price trend 277 

studies and information provided by FCStone, LLC, Wood MacKenzie, and Bentek 278 

Energy, which are outside energy consulting firms.  *************************** 279 

******************************************************************* 280 

*******************************************************************  281 

************************** 282 

Q. Did the Company meet its volumetric and price hedging targets during the 283 

Reconciliation Period? 284 

A. Yes.  Ameren Exhibit 2.1 reflects the Company’s compliance with the Ameren 285 

Illinois' Commodity Risk Management Policy volumetric and price hedge limits as of 286 

April 1, 2013 and November 1, 2013. 287 
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Q. Can you please describe the process that the Company utilizes to purchase 288 

reliable natural gas supply at a reasonable cost? 289 

A. The Company purchases its firm gas supply from independent and major 290 

producers who own natural gas reserves, operate physical gas production facilities, and 291 

have proper contracts and credit.  The Company is concerned that marketing companies 292 

that have no production and only provide brokering services may not be as reliable as 293 

companies that own and control gas production or companies that have contracted access 294 

to gas production.  The Company also seeks to attain geographic diversity in its 295 

purchased gas supply sources so that supplies are purchased from multiple producing 296 

areas such as Texas, Oklahoma, the Colorado Rocky Mountains, Canada, and the Gulf 297 

Coast. 298 

To determine an optimal group of firm suppliers, the Company requests bids on 299 

gas supply packages from a proven group of suppliers with acceptable credit resources 300 

that have been approved by Ameren Corporation’s Risk Management Department.  Bids 301 

for supply packages are usually priced using either published indices such as Inside 302 

FERC Gas Market Report or NYMEX.  Selection of bid packages from suppliers is not 303 

based solely on the lowest cost, but also on the level of flexibility provided by the 304 

supplier and the supplier’s strength in a certain geographic area.  The Company also 305 

makes an effort to balance supply packages among its suppliers to ensure that its portfolio 306 

is not too heavily weighted with supplies provided by one supplier.  The firm physical 307 

supply transactions are contracted utilizing a North American Energy Standards Board 308 

(“NAESB”) Agreement or an International Swaps and Derivatives Association (“ISDA”) 309 

Agreement.  310 
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Q. Does the Company purchase gas supplies on the spot market? 311 

A. Yes.  Spot purchases usually occur in the summer to fill storage injection 312 

requirements.  Spot purchases are made to meet unanticipated daily needs or to take 313 

advantage of a daily price drop for storage injections.  Price quotes are obtained for spot 314 

purchases using Intercontinental Exchange ("ICE"), an electronic trading platform, and 315 

soliciting quotes by telephone or online from suppliers.  Daily indices are also tracked in 316 

industry publications such as Platt’s Gas Daily.  317 

Q. What steps does the Company take on peak days when the daily demand 318 

level exceeds the supply available?  319 

A. If daily demand exceeds scheduled gas supply, assuming there is still available 320 

pipeline capacity, any available “No-Notice” storage withdrawals would first be utilized 321 

to meet demand.  When maximum “No-Notice” storage withdrawals are fully utilized, 322 

then on-system storage withdrawals would be increased as required to cover unmet 323 

demand.  If demand continued to be in excess of all flowing supplies and storage 324 

withdrawals, then the Company would nominate and schedule any unutilized and 325 

available firm swing gas supplies and pipeline capacity.  (Swing contracts are contracts 326 

that entitle but do not require the Company to purchase gas from the supplier, up to the 327 

maximum amount specified by the contract.)  At this point, all available firm-contracted 328 

interstate pipeline resources and on-system storage resources would be maximized.  The 329 

Company would then investigate the availability of any additional capacity and/or 330 

supplies such as citygate delivered gas supplies.  If none were available, the Company 331 

would call a “Critical Day" or "Operational Flow Order." 332 
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Q. What was the Company’s peak day in 2013? 333 

A. The peak demand day occurred on January 21, 2013.  The total demand was 334 

1,108,970 MMBtu, of which 280,192 MMBtu was end-user transportation deliveries and 335 

828,778 was system sales deliveries.   336 

Q. What sources of supply were used to meet the sales demand on this peak 337 

day? 338 

A. The peak day for the sales customers was supplied with 322,494 MMBtu of 339 

purchased gas supply delivered from interstate pipeline capacity, 192,696 MMBtu of 340 

storage withdrawals from leased storage, 303,946 MMBtu of storage withdrawals from 341 

on-system storage reservoirs and 9,642 MMBtu was from Linepack. 342 

Q. Does the Company have procedures for monitoring the delivery of natural 343 

gas from its interstate pipeline suppliers? 344 

A. Yes, it does.  The Company monitors and records gas flow volumes from a 345 

majority of the delivery points with the interstate pipelines.  The facilities where the 346 

Company’s distribution systems interconnect with the interstate pipelines are referred to 347 

as Metering and Regulation ("M/R") Stations or citygate stations where the interstate 348 

pipelines perform pressure reduction and transfer custody measurement.  Most M/R 349 

stations utilize orifice meters as the primary metering devices which are integrated on-site 350 

with electronic flow computers.  The electronic flow computer data is telemetered from 351 

the M/R stations to the Gas Control Center in Springfield, Illinois.  On a routine basis, the 352 

Company compares its delivery volumes to the pipeline metering statements to detect any 353 
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errors or deviations.  The Company may also make arrangements to be present during 354 

calibration and inspection of measurement equipment by the interstate pipelines.   355 

Q. Were the Company’s gas purchases during the year consistent with its 356 

procurement policies? 357 

A. Yes, the Company utilized the most economical mix of gas sources available 358 

under the given conditions. 359 

Q. Do you believe the Company’s procurement of natural gas was prudent 360 

during 2013? 361 

A. Yes, I do. 362 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 363 

A. Yes, it does.  364 
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APPENDIX 

STATEMENT OF QUALIFICATIONS 

BRENDAN P. FOLEY 

I graduated from Ranken Technical College in 1990 with an associate degree in 

the study of Instrumentation and Process Controls.  I previously worked at Illini Carrier 

Pipeline Company from 1990 until 1998 as a Gas Control technician. My duties included 

gas controller, SCADA technician, and Network specialist.  I joined Ameren in 1998 as a 

Gas Operations Specialist.  I was promoted to Gas Supply Executive in 2004.  I earned 

my Bachelor of Arts degree in Organizational Studies in 2008 from Fontbonne 

University.  In 2008, I was promoted to Lead Gas Supply Executive.  My primary 

responsibilities include directing the daily operations of gas supply, pipeline capacity, 

and storage capacity; evaluating and negotiating firm, long-term gas supply contracts; 

managing the spot gas purchasing program; analyzing and negotiating contracts for 

pipeline capacity; and maintaining compliance with the Ameren Illinois Commodity Risk 

Management Policy. 


